ABSTRACT To improve a pattern recognition accuracy of synaptic device-based neuromorphic system, we tried to obtain symmetric conductance changes between conductance increase process (potentiation) and conductance decrease process (depression). By utilizing compensational voltage division, we achieved more gradual conductance changes during the depression, which led to the symmetric conductance changes between the potentiation and depression. On the basis of the achieved symmetric conductance changes, obviously improved pattern recognition accuracy was obtained on a multilayer perceptron structural simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, huge amount of imprecise data such as videos, sounds, and pictures has been generated. Because of its undefined structural data, it is hard to analyze by a typical von-Neumann architectural computing system. Therefore, a brain-inspired computing system (neuromorphic system) which can lead to energy efficient and error tolerant computations has been intensely investigated [1] - [3] . To realize the neuromorphic system, various approaches: von-Neumann architecture based neuromorphic system, CMOS based neuromorphic chip, and synaptic device based neuromorphic system (S-neuromorphic system) have been proposed. Among those approaches, the S-neuromorphic system is the most promising candidate on the basis of its various advantages in power, area, and time respects [4] - [10] . Although several types of the synaptic device such as resistive switching random access memory, phase change memory, ferroelectric switches, and field-effect-transistor based devices have been proposed for the S-neuromorphic system, a more practical synaptic devices are still necessary [4] , [11] . Thus, in this research, we developed a Pr 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 (PCMO) based synaptic device (PCMO-synapse) to satisfy the requirements of synaptic device: low power consumption, bidirectional and symmetric weight changes, multi-level states, scalability, endurance, and data retention. Among these requirements, especially, we focused on the symmetric weight changes that can lead to degradation of the S-neuromorphic accuracy [10] , [11] , [14] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
To evaluate the influence of device characteristic on the pattern recognition accuracy, we firstly fabricated the PCMOsynapse, then its synaptic characteristics were simulated by the self-constructed S-neuromorphic system. For a pattern recognition test, we utilized the MNIST handwritten number data set [12] . As the PCMO-synapse, we fabricated a Pt/PCMO/N:TiN/Pt structural two-terminal synaptic device on a Si wafer including a thermally-grown SiO 2 layer, as shown in Figure 1(a) . For the first step, we patterned and deposited Pt layer on the SiO 2 layer as bottom electrodes. Subsequently, we sputtered the PCMO layer at 620 • C for better crystallization, then Si 3 N 4 side wall was deposited and etched to form a via-hole structure with 500 nm diameter. We employed nitrogen doped TiN electrode (N:TiN) as a top electrode. To optimize conductance range of the PCMOsynapse, nitrogen concentration was controlled [13] - [15] . Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. VOLUME 6, 2018 See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. 403 by a typical semiconductor parameter analyzer: Agilent B1500 with the waveform generator/fast measurement unit.
III. RESULTS
In a quasi-static electrical measurement, the PCMO-synapse exhibited consistent and gradual resistance changes from high resistance to low resistance by negative bias, and from low resistance to high resistance by positive bias (figure 1(b)). These bidirectional and gradual resistance changes result from interfacial reaction between the N:TiN and PCMO layers, as shown in an inset of figure 1(a). When the positive bias was applied, in the PCMO layer, mobile oxygen ions are attracted to the N:TiN layer, then the oxygen ions react with the N:TiN layer. It results in a formation of induced metal oxide layer (TiON layer of the inset) at the interface between the PCMO and N:TiN layers. Therefore, the total resistance which is dependent on thickness of the induced metal oxide is increased [13] , [14] . Sequentially, the induced metal oxide is dissolved under the applied negative bias, which leads to the total resistance change from high resistance to low resistance. On the basis of the reaction of N:TiN layer, we can obtain multi-level resistance states by modulating the thickness of induced oxide layer, as shown in figure 1(c). Under controlled quasi-static bias conditions, the PCMO-synapse exhibited clear multi-level resistance states. Even though the PCMO-synapse exhibited clear multi-level resistance states under the quasi-static bias conditions, for practical use as the synaptic device, it is necessary to confirm the multi-level resistance states under pulse bias conditions [10] - [12] , [14] . In figure 2 , the multi-level conductance states (which were derived from the multi-level resistance states) were achieved as the conductance increased and decreased per applied pulse bias number. It can be directly regarded as synaptic weight increase and decrease (potentiation and depression, respectively) for the S-neuromorphic system. For various applications of the S-neuromorphic system (especially the pattern recognition application), those potentiation and depression need to be symmetric to obtain higher recognition accuracy. In an ideal case, the potentiation and depression are linear and fully symmetric [10] - [12] , [14] . Although the PCMO-synapse exhibited bidirectional multi-level states and low power operation, it has exponentially increased potentiation and abruptly decreased depression ( figure 2(a) ). It can result in critical degradation of the recognition accuracy of the S-neuromorphic system. Thus, we defined Asymmetry ratio to compare a symmetry rate between the potentiation and depression at certain pulse number (N x ),
when G pot (G dep ) is conductance value during the potentiation (depression), and N max is a total applied pulse number for each process ( figure 2(b) ). In other words, the G pot(Nx) means conductance value during the potentiation at certain pulse number (N x ).
Comparing to the ideal case (blue dot-line in figure 2(b) ), the PCMO-synapse has an incremental asymmetry ratio, which means that the PCMO-synapse exhibited worse asymmetric conductance changes when the conductance was higher. It is because the conductance was abruptly decreased during the depression. Considering the origin of the conductance changes (as described in figure 1(a) ), the abrupt conductance decrease results from a rapid formation of the induced oxide at the interface between N:TiN and PCMO layers. Therefore, we need to sensitively control the progress of induced oxide formation to achieve the gradual depression, which can lead to symmetric conductance changes between the potentiation and depression.
To sensitively control the progress of induced oxide formation, during depression, we can apply smaller (larger) pulse bias for higher (smaller) conductance, which can lead to thinner (thicker) induced oxide layer. Based on the controlled thickness of induced oxide layer, gradual depression could be achieved. However, to apply modified pulse amplitude, more complex circuit and additional processes are required [10] , [11] , [16] . In other words, additional reading process (to confirm a current conductance) is necessary before applying each modified pulse. It will lead to not only more complexity in circuit level but also power consumption.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Conductance increase (potentiation) and decrease (depression) of the PCMO-synapse. For the potentiation, negative identical pulse bias that has the same pulse amplitude as −3V and pulse width as 1ms for all applied pulse numbers was utilized. Positive identical pulse bias (+0.85V, 1ms pulse) was used for the depression. (b)
Asymmetry ratio between the potentiation and depression. For higher recognition accuracy of the S-neuromorphic system, at certain conductance values, similar conductance changes are necessary during the potentiation and depression. For the ideal synapse having fully symmetric conductance changes between the potentiation and depression, the asymmetry ratio is one.
Therefore, other efficient method is necessary to achieve more gradual depression under the identical pulse bias (which has the same pulse width and amplitude). To realize this, we utilized a fixed resistor (R s , ∼500 M ) which is connected to the PCMO-synapse in series as a voltage divider. On the basis of voltage division equation, smaller bias can be applied on the PCMO-synapse when it has higher conductance, and vice versa. Under the identical pulse bias (V in ) condition, figure 3(a) shows effectively applied bias on the PCMO-synapse (V pcmo ) with various resistance ratio between the R s and resistance of the PCMO-synapse (R pcmo ). The V pcmo increased as the R pcmo increased. It means that smaller bias can be applied when conductance of the PCMO-synapse is higher. For easier understanding, the V pcmo is compared with the V in in figure 3(b) . Because the R s plays a role of a voltage divider, for both cases: depression and potentiation, the V pcmo can be modified. Thus, during the potentiation, the V pcmo modified from high to small (decremental pulse) when conductance of the PCMOsynapse changes from low to high. In the same manner, the V pcmo changes from small to high (incremental pulse) during the depression. Figure 4(a) shows improved conductance changes by the R s under the identical pulse bias described in figure 3(b) . During the depression, we achieved more gradual conductance changes, which can lead to improved Asymmetry ratio ( figure 4(b) ). To clarify effects of the achieved symmetric conductance changes, we simulated synaptic characteristics of the PCMO-synapse by self-constructed MNIST handwritten data set based pattern recognition simulation [12] . For the pattern recognition, we utilized multilayer perceptron neural network with a backpropagation learning algorithm. Four layers (input, 1 st hidden, 2 nd hidden, and output layers) were employed, and each layer respectively consists of 528, 250, 125, and 10 neurons. The conductance changes of PCMO-synapse are defined as we defined the w value from zero to one. When we applied operation pulses: potentiation or depression, the w is constantly increased or decreased [12] . As an input data, the original MNIST images (28 x 28 pixels) were cropped as 22 x 24 pixels. For reliable simulation results, randomly selected 1,000 training images were used for learning of the system while 10,000 images were utilized to test the system. More detail explanations about the simulation are described in reference [12] , [14] , [15] .
The influence of α on conductance changes are shown in figure 4(c). For both potentiation and depression, the same conductance changes can be obtained when α = 1.0 (ideal case). However, because the pristine PCMO-synapse (without R s ) has respectively −1.0 (α d ) and 2.5 (α p ) for the depression and potentiation, the PCMO-synapse showed only about 30% recognition accuracy. Contrast to the pristine PCMO-synapse (without R s ), the PCMO-synapse exhibited about 96% recognition accuracy when it was compensated by the R s . The α values were considered as +2.5 for both α p and α d on the basis of the results of figure 4 . Consequently, the recognition accuracy was significantly improved from 30% to 96%, as shown in figure 5.
IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the PCMO-synapse, we successfully achieved significantly improved pattern recognition accuracy with the R s . It resulted from compensated voltage drop on the PCMOsynapse. During the potentiation and depression, proper voltage was applied on the PCMO-synapse on the basis of resistance ratio between the R s and PCMO-synapse. As a result, under the identical pulse bias, the compensated PCMO-synapse exhibited more symmetric conductance changes, which results in obviously improved recognition accuracy.
